
ZEN•T
60/80

classic | rustic | essential



timeless appeal
ZEN•T 01 

PANEL ZEN•T80, Glass,
Worksurfaces White, T-mold

OVERHEAD STORAGE White, stainless steel pull bar
FLOOR STORAGE White, sliding door

SEATING Humanscale Simplicity



contempo charm
ZEN•T 02 

PANEL
 ZEN•T80, Glass, Bridge semi-chrome, SQ-chrome

MODESTY Polycarbonate 1/2
WORKSURFACES White, T-mold

OVERHEAD STORAGE Walnut grain, stainless steel pull bar
FLOOR STORAGE White, sliding door

SEATING Humanscale Simplicity



modulate to the
work-cul ture of 
your team
Redesign your workplaces 

environment today. ZEN•T lets 

you expand, revitalise, and 

convert working quarters at any 

time to suit distinctive work-

culture. For example, what’s 

ideally configured yesterday as a 

2-person space might be required 

to evolve to necessitate 8-person 

workplace in tandem with your 

company’s growth in the creative 

department. And you can do just 

that by using existing elements. 

That’s because ZEN•T simply can!

80

60

developing

Consulting

This organization encloses itself for serious decision-making. 
ZEN•T60 makes elegant yet sturdy wall-up enclosure.

This organization 
empowers 

management. 
Absolute privacy can 

be achieved with 
ZEN•T80 full or semi 

height walling. 

This organization dif ferentiates through 
freeing itself with a variety of spaces to 

explore and bounce ideas.

This organization characterized itself as the creator, 
hence infinite privacy must be conditioned. And, 

superb storage space for its vast colleciton of reference 
materials must be respected. ZEN•T hybrid answers.

This organization makes 
supervisory easily accessible 

with ZEN•T hybird.  

The organization 
encourages open, friendly 

and teamworking spirit. 
Settings combine ZEN•T60 
low workstations stimulate 

robust collaboration.

conferencing

brainstorming

administering

managing

teaming

This organization wants absolute concentration and 
systematization.ZEN•T80 coupled with storage takes to answering. 



linear aesthetic

ZEN•T 03 
PANEL ZEN•T60

DESKING SQ 
STORAGE White, stainless steel pull bar

SEATING Humanscale Simplicity
LIGHTINGS Humanscale desk lights

ZEN•T is redeveloped as a comprehensive response to 
the constantly changing needs of business environment; 
responding to the needs of the modern offices, both today and 
in future with its classic functional design and simple language 
of form, combined with its vast variant of system configurations.



less is more
ZEN•T 04 
PANEL ZEN•T60, Glass
MODESTY Tainted glass, punched plate
DESKING SQ powder-coated xxmm, xxmm
STORAGE White, stainless steel pull bar
SEATING Humanscale Simplicity



privacy
without constraint

ZEN•T 05 
PANEL ZEN•T80, Glass, Bridge semi-chrome, SQ-chrome
MODESTY Tainted glass, punched plate
DESKING SQ
STORAGE Walnut grain, stainless steel pull bar
SEATING Humanscale Simplicity

ZEN•T 06



integration
f inesse

ZEN•T is redeveloped as an enriching response to the constantly 

changing of business environment; responding to the needs of 

revitalising modern offices, both today and in future so as to create 

robust and refreshing environment for healthier work aptitude.

Bridge legs

Semi-chrome
Full-coated

High polished chrome

SQ Legs

Minimalist Fully-coated
Minimalist square

Semi-coated square



120° concert
FOR WILD SPACES

ZEN•T 07 
120° tables provide luxurious space for everyone in a 
highly competitive teamming environment, especially 

one with high mobile traffic within the department. 
Such examples are the graphics or animaiton studio. 

Separate discussion tables and meeting areas promote 
instant creative collaboration.

Make For Perfection

From top:

Built-in sockets  on ZEN•T80.

Built-in CPU casing to create more 
legroom.

Assortment of tiles on ZEN•T80 to 
cater to individualized need.

Attach customized storage to 
facilitate easy access.  



collaborate in comfort
ZEN•T 08
PANEL ZEN•T60, Glass
DESKING SQ
STORAGE Walnut grain, stainless steel pull bar
SEATING Humanscale Simplicity
ACCESSORIES Humanscale monitor arms



supreme
 expression

ZEN•T 09
PANEL ZEN•T60, Glass

DESKING SQ
SEATING Humanscale Simplicity



THE power
    position

ZEN•T 10
DESKING SQ semi-chrome, walnut veneer

STORAGE Walnut veneer, slide-door
SEATING Humanscale XXXX



ZEN•T 11

ZEN•T 12

ZEN•T 13

ZEN•T 15

ZEN•T 14

Individuality
ZEN•T facilitates the designing of management offices

that are at once remarkably classic, high-quality, and 

aptly functional. The linear forms blend discreetly into the 

architecture and responses well to customized accessories to 

create variety of styles to suit individual character. The result, 

an uncompromising timeless relevance and limitless flexibility. 



Awaiting new project photos from Client



www.zenpro.com.my

Zenith Projects Sdn Bhd
Zenith Projects Technology Sdn Bhd

Sales Office:

B-13A-07, B-15-07,
The TUBE, Menara Prima,
Level 13A & Level 15, unit 07,
47301 Petaling Jaya,
Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia.
Tel:  +603-7887 1733
Fax: +603-7887 1713
Email: info@zenpro.com.my

Factory:

AL 23D, Lot 839 C & D, 
Jalan Kampung, Kampung Baru
47000 Sungai Buloh, 
Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia.
Tel : +6016-332 8196
Fax: +603-6156 1442

Authorized dealers:


